Application Migration
Infrastructure Modernization

Overview
Execute on an application migration project with the help of Google Cloud’s experts. Whether migrating apps from on-premises, or from other clouds, we will support you during the migration discovery, planning, and migration execution in an agile fashion.

Key activities

- For the various applications in scope we will engage in:
  - **Discovery**
    Provide technical expertise and guidance on migration discovery, leveraging automated tools as well as application team’s insights to conclude on a migration design—complexity analysis of each applicable application stack, migration recommendation, proposed migration waves, and a first-mover assessment.

- **Planning**
  Assist with managing and planning of the migration execution phase, including migration waves and migration sprint planning, deployment of Migrate for Compute Engine and on-going project communication and governance recommendation.

- **Migration**
  Engage with your key stakeholders providing best practices and advisory to ensure successful migration during each sprint into Google Cloud.

Deliverables

- **Program charter** - goals agreed on with key stakeholders, and expected outcomes of the migration program
- **Application discovery report** - a detailed list of the applications in scope for this migration, inventory, and migration strategy
- **Migration plan** - a high-level plan with steps to migrate your application in scope
- **Migration progress reports** - reports on migration status at the beginning, during, and end of the engagement
Engagement and details

- Requires Cloud Plan and Foundations set up prior to delivery
- The typical team consists of cloud consultants and subject matter experts with technical expertise based on your specific needs
- Work can be performed onsite or offsite at your discretion